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The Reflexion and Transmission of X-rays in Perfect Absorbing Crystals 

BY P. B. H~SCH 
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(Received 25 June 1951 and in revised form 18 August 1951) 

The absorption of X-rays diffracted by perfect crystal glabs is discussed in terms of the dynamical 
theory of X-ray diffraction for perfect absorbing crystals. This theory is presented in a form 
suitable for comparison with experiments. The experimental results of Borrmann are interpreted, 
and found to be in good quantitative agreement with the theory. Some observations by Campbell 
are also discussed. 

In troduct ion  

In  recent years the effect of absorption on the intensities 
of X-rays reflected by crystals has been studied both 
theoretically and experimentally. Bragg reflexions 
(i.e. X-rays reflected off a crystal surface) and, in 
particular, asymmetric reflexions have been discussed 
previously (Hirsch & Ramachandran, 1950). For Laue 
reflexions (i.e. X-rays reflected through crystal slabs), 
the experiments of Borrmann (1941, 1950) have shown 
that  the absorption coefficient is greatly reduced for 
X-rays incident at the Bragg angle. The intensities 
of Laue reflexions from perfect absorbing crystals have 
been discussed by Zachariasen (1945) on the basis of 
Laue's dynamical theory of X-ray diffraction. More 
recently, yon Laue (1949) has treated this case and the 
transmission of X-rays incident at the Bragg angle, 
and has been able to show that  the order of magnitude 
of Borrmann's results may be expected.* 

The purpose of this paper is to present the theory 
in a form which enables a direct quantitative 
comparison to be macle with experiment. I t  is possible 
to calculate from the theory the intensity of reflexion 
and transmission of a parallel monochromatic X-ray 
beam as a function of the angle of incidence to the 
reflecting planes. Experimentally, however, it is 
generally only possible to determine quantities related 
to these intensity curves, such as the integrated 
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Fig. 1. Borrmann's experimental arrangement .  

* In this paper the X-rays transmitted in the direction of 
reflexion and in the direction of incidence are referred to as 
reflected and tran.qmitted beams respectively. 

intensity and the position of the peak. In Borrmann's 
experiments (1950) a bundle of X-rays from an X-ray 
tube focus is allowed to fall on to a crystal slab, and 
the reflected and transmitted rays are recorded on a 
photographic plate (Fig. 1). Owing to the finite size 
of the focus, X-rays covering a range of angles of 
incidence superimpose at any point on the film. An 
examination of Borrmann's experimental arrangement 
(Borrmann, 1950) shows that  the smallest angle 
subtended by the focus at points on the film where 
measurements were made was ~ 10", and this small 
range is of the order of the angular width of reflexion. 
Hence the measured peak intensity is likely to be 
roughly proportional to the integrated intensity. 
(For a detailed discussion of the determination of 
integrated reflexions from stationary crystals reference 
should be made to Hirsch (1950) and to Gay, Hirsch 
& Kellar (1952).) 

More recently, some experiments on Laue reflexions 
have been reported in which a double-crystal spectro- 
meter was used (Campbell, 1951a). From these 
experiments the integrated intensities can be obtained, 
as well as the angular positions of the peaks of the 
reflected and transmitted beams. 

I t  was decided, therefore, to calculate theoretically 
the integrated intensities of the reflected and trans- 
mitted beams when the crystal is set at the Bragg 
angle. This paper deals in the main with the results 
of these calculations and with their comparison with 
the experimental measurements. The agreement 
obtained between the theory and the experiments of 
Borrmann represents a direct quantitative proof of 
the essential correctness of the treatment of absorption 
according to the dynamical theory. 
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Nota t ion  

Grazing angle of incidence on crystal planes. 
Bragg angle. 
Ratio of the direction cosines (70, 7B) of 

incident and reflected beams relative to 
normal to surface. 

------ 2(0B--0) sin 20B. 
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YJ~, F0 Real and imaginary parts of the Fourier 
component of index zero of 4z~ times the 
polarizability. 

yj~, y~ Real and imaginary parts of the Fourier 
component of index H of 4~ times the 
polarizability. 

_~ {½(1--b)y~ +½b~x}/Kly/~l]b]½. 
½( 1 - -b  )y~o/ glw'~l Ib l ~. 

Y 
g 
k 
A 
to 
t 

#o 

K 

I0 

IH 
I r  
R~ 

R~ 

- 

Thickness of crystal slab. 
-~ ½(1/7o+ l/yB)t0. 
Linear absorption coefficient. 
Wavelength of X-rays. 
Polarization factor; K = 1 for normal com- 

ponent (K1) and K-----]cos 20] for parallel 
component (Kg.). 

Intensity (energy per unit area) of the incident 
parallel and monochromatic beam. 
Intensity of reflected beam of index H. 
Intensity of transmitted beam. 
Integrated intensity of reflected beam in y 

units of angle. 
Integrated intensity of transmitted beam in 

y units of angle. 

G e n e r a l  t h e o r y  

The fundamental equation of the dynamical theory 
is the equation of self-consistency of the wavefields 
inside the crystal (Zachariasen, 1945, see equation 
[3.110]). This equation, together with the boundary 
conditions, leads to expressions for the intensity of 
a parallel monochromatic X-ray beam reflected and 
transmitted by a crystal slab (equations [3.130], 
[3.131]). After some algebraic computation, one finds 

IH Iql e-~0t(sin 9" av+sinh 9" am) (1) 
Io  = Ibl Lq--4-  

IT e -~°t 
Io  --  Iq--I-z~i {[q+z2l+(lq-+-z2l-+-]zl2) sinh2 am 

--(Iq+z21--lzl  2) sin ~" av 

±½[(lq+z21+izl~)~-iql~[½ sinh 2am 
±½l(]q+z21-lz[2)2-[ql2[½ sin 2av} , (2) 

where q = K2bv2Bv2-R, 
z = ½(1--b)y~0+½b~, 

a = n t o / ; ~ r o ,  
V~-im--~ (q~-z2) ½ • 

For a moderately strong reflexion av ~ ~rl0ato; since 
t o is expected to vary over a range of 10 -3 cm., av 
will vary by ~r and hence an average must be taken. 
Equations (1), (2) then reduce to 

I n  ' Ibllql e -~'°t cosh 2am (3) 
To--  

and 

IT e-p°t 
- ½]-~+-~l ((lq+z2l+lzl~) cosh 2am 

Io 

±](Iq+z~l+lzl2)~-IqJ~1½ sinh 2aeo). (4) 

The assumption is now made that  the crystal 
possesses an inversion centre. Then, defining y, g, b, A 
as in the notation, equations (3), (4) transform to 

Io = ½ 

IT 
= ½ 

where 

( 1 + b 2) e -t°t 

[( 1 ~- y2_g2_ k2)~ + 4 (k+ gy)2] ½ 

(l+k2) e-~0 t 
[( 1 + y 2 g 2 _  k2)2 + 4 (k + gy) 2] ½ 

cosh 2aeo, (5) 

cosh (2aoJ ± X )  , 

(6) 

and 

cosh X = {y2+g2+][(l+y2--g2--k~)~ 

+ 4 ( k + g y ) 2 ] ½ l } / ( l + k  2) (7) 

2aw --  1/2 A {--(1-[-y2--g~--k2) 

+l[( l+y2- -g2- -k2)2+4(k+gy)2]½[}½.  (8) 

In equation (6) the sign of X should be changed at 
y ~ - - g k .  These equations permit  the explicit 
computation of the diffraction patterns as a function 
of y. These are related to the patterns as a function 
of the glancing angle 0 through the definition of y 
(see notation). The shape of the curves depends only 
on k, g, i.e. quantities proportional to the ratio of the 
imaginary and real parts of the scattering factors, 
and on A, which is proportional to the structure 
factor and the thickness of the crystal. In general the 
curves are asymmetric. 

The fuller discussion of these equations will now 
be confined to the case of symmetric Laue reflexions 
(Fig. 2). For these b = 1 and therefore g : 0. The 
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Fig. 2. Syrmnetrical Laue reflexion. 

conclusions reached will also apply to reflexions of 
small degree of asymmetry for which g is small and 
can be neglected. Thus the results are applicable to 
the experiments of Borrmann (1950) in which the  
degree of asymmetry was small. For this case it is at  
once apparent that  I n / I  o is symmetrical about the 
maximum at y =  0; I z / I  o however, is not symmetrical. 
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Reflexion and transmiss ion  at y = 0 

The influence of absorption may be discussed 
conveniently by considering IB and IT  at y -=  0. 
Then coshX = 1, and 2a to - -2Ak ,  and equations 
(5), (6) reduce to 

IH __ I~  __ ½e_~¢o/~ ° cosh 2 A k  (9) 
Io Io 

N o w  
= t, oto K  fi- 

t l  , 

7 0  ~0 

since the quantities ~ are proportional to the structure 
factors F (see Zachariasen, 1945, equation [3.95]) 
this may be written in the more usual notation 

2 A k  - -  p°t° K FH (10) 
7'o ~ ' 

where F~, F~' axe the imaginary parts of the structure 
factors for the reflected and transmitted beams. As 
the assumption has been made that  the crystal 
possesses an inversion centre, the imaginary parts 
of the structure factors are due to the imaginary 
parts of the atomic scattering factors which take into 
account absorption. Since the absorption is generally 
mainly due to the K shells whose dimensions are small 
compared with the X-ray wavelengths, KF'~/F'o' can 
be of the order of unity, and hence it is clear that  
for large values of Poto/7o the effective absorption m a y  
be reduced considerably. In  the case of zero absorption 
I H / I  o = I ~ / I  o = ½, and one may define an effective 
absorption coefficient PE such that  for absorbing 
~rystals 

I H __ I~  __ ½e-~,Eto/~,o 
Io 1o 

I t  follows from (9), (10) that  the absorption is different 
for the two directions of polarization. The order of 
magnitude of the effect may, however, be seen by 
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O Cu Jl'a "~ Borrmann's experimental points; the vertical lines 
Cu KP J" give an estimate of the experimental ac~:uracy 

4- Cu Ka Campbell's experimental result. 

Fig. 3. Theoretical curves and Borrmann's  experimental  values 
of the effective absorption coefficient. (a) Theoretical curve 
of the effective absorption of the reflected and t ransmit ted 
beam~ at  y----0, as~]ming K F ~ / F  o" = 0"9. (b) Theoretical 
curve of the effective absorption of the integrated intensity 
for the symmetr ic  Laue reflexion from the cleavage planes 
of calcite, using unpolarised C u K ~  or K ~  radiation. 
(c) Theoretical curve of the absorption for a mosaic crystal;  
pE = / to -  

taking KF'~/F'o' = 0-9, which is an average value 
over the two directions of polarization for a cleavage 
reflexion from calcite at ;t = 1.54 /~. Curve (a) in 
Fig. 3 represents /uzto/7o plotted against /aoto/7o for 
this case. The drastic reduction of absorption is 
apparent. Tt is easy to show that  for large values of 
/uoto/~, o a limiting absorption coefficient is reached, 
and its value is #L ----- lUo(1--KF~/F'o'). Taking/~0 ----- 205 
cm. -z for calcite at ;t ----- 1.54 J~, #L = 20-5 era. -1. 

Although these considerations help to obtain an 
idea of the orders of magnitude involved, it is doubtful 
if any experimental method can give the value of 
IH / I  o or I r / I  o at y = 0. 

Integrated intensit ies  

Owing to the complexity of equations (5) and (6), direct 
integration is not possible and graphical methods have 
to be used. In all practical cases k is small (usually 
< 0.1) and under these conditions the equations 
simplify to 

IR e-~'°t°h'° 2A k ( 11 ) 
Io  = ½ (1 + y2) cosh (1 + y~)---------7 

and 
I r  e -"¢°/r° ( 2 A k  ) 
I--~ ---- ½ (1 + yg) cosh \(1-T-~)½ ± X , (12) 

where cosh X = l + 2 y  ~. (The change of sign in (12) 
occurs at y = 0 for symmetric Laue reflexions.) For 
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Fig. 4. In tens i ty  curves for t ransmit ted  and reflected beams. 

(a) I1 , / I  o } 
(b) I 1 t / I  o against y, for A k  = O. 
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Fig. 5. In tens i ty  curves for t ransmit ted and reflected bearn~. 

(a) ~e~oto/~,Ozo } 
against y, for Ak = 1. 

I H ePoto/~,o 
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large values of y, IH / I  o ---> 0 and Ir/Io---> e -~'°t°/~'° 
as expected. Figs. 4, 5 and 6 represent curves of 
d '°t°/r° • Izt/Io and e ~'°t°/r° . I r / I  o for various values of 
Ak .  These curves show clearly how with increasing 
A k  the 'extinction hne' is replaced by an increase 

lO 

0'5 

-1 -0"5 0 0"5 1 -  
Y 

Fig. 6. Intensity curves for transmitted and reflected beams. 

r_I T 22 etLoto/~,o } 
(a) ~oo" cosh 20" against y, for Ak= 10. 

.t B . e~oto/~,o 
(b) I"o'o " cosh 2------0 

of intensity due to reduced true absorption. Traces 
of the asymmetry of the transmitted beam, and in 
particular the decrease and subsequent increase of 
intensities, have been reported by Borrmann (1941) 
and are also apparent in the figures published by 
Campbell (1951 a). 

The areas under the curves in Figs. 4, 5 og 6 give 
the integrated intensities on the y scale. The measured 
integrated intensities on the glancing-angle scale 0 
are equal to these quantities multiplied by the factor 

KIW~I 
Ibl½ sin 20B 

(c.f. Zachariase n, 1945, p. 126). The curves of I H / I  o 
were integrated graphically. For the curves of I r / I  o 
the following procedure was adopted. The mean of 
the ordinates for positive and negative values of y is 

I._.y_r = ½e_~,¢o/~, o (1 -f-2y ~) cosh 
I o (1 +y~) 

2 A k  
(l+y2)½ " 

The area under this curve is equal to that  under I T / I  o. 
Then 

IT  I ~  2 A k  
Io ~'-i-oo = e-t'°t°/~'° cosh - (1~_y2)½ " 

The function 

cosh (1 + y~) ½ 

was plotted and integrated for various values of A k ;  
from the results it was possible to obtain 

As y is varied, R~ = E r e  -u¢°/~'° is equal to the 
intensity transmitted above the level of the 'back- 
ground' at large values of y. Experimentally one can 
determine the total intensity transmitted above the 
level of the 'background' at large values of O, i.e. 
the quantity 

K ' I~HI - -.oto/~o _:____ lg Te 
Ibl~ sin 20~ 

ET and the corresponding quantity 

11/ t 
J I o / 

are plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of Ak .  These are 
monotonically increasing functions of A k ,  indicating 
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Ak 

Fig. 7. Integrated intensiti6s. 

(a) ET } against Ak. 
(b) Z• 

the decrease of the effective absorption coefficient. 
For calculation purposes the quantities Er/cosh 2 A k  
and ER/cosh 2 A k  are useful and are shown in Fig. 8. 
For small absorption (i.e. small Ak)  ET is negative, 
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Fig. 8. Integrated intensities. 

(a) ET/eosh 2Ab } 
(b) ER/cosh 2Ab against Ak. 

indicating extinction. The 'reversal' of the line occurs 
when tp  

2 A k  ---- .lu°t-° K F H 
7'o - ~  ,"-~ 1 . 

Since KF'~ /F 'o '<  1, /~0t0/?0 > 1, i.e. 'reversal' occurs 
only when absorption becomes really important. 
Although E r  > EH for values of A k  > 1, for very 
large values of A k ,  ET ~ E z .  This can be derived 
directly from the equations. For large A k ,  
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2Ak 
cosh (1-~-y2)½ 

varies much faster than ( l@y 2) or (1@2y2); hence 

I x  __ IT __ ¼ e_~,¢oh, o e2Akl(l+y2)½ --  ¼ e_~oto/~,o e2Ak e_Aky2 . 
Io Io 

This can be integrated to give 

ER ET 
cosh 2Ak  cosh 2Ak 

- ½ ( ~ / A k ) ~ .  

This relation is accurate to ~ 10% for A k  > 10. 
The physical explanation of these results is that  in 

a perfect crystal multiple reflexions take place and 
that  the resulting waves in the direction of incidence 
and reflexion in the crystal interfere to produce a 
stationary wave system. The nodal planes of this 
system are parallel to the reflecting lattice planes. 
If the nodal planes coincide with planes of absorbing 
atoms, the absorption will be a minimum. For the 
waves satisfying this condition the absorption is 
reduced. The 'reversal' of the extinction line is 
therefore d u e  to a decrease of the true absorption, 
and does not contradict the existence of the 
phenomenon of extinction. This also explains why 
reversal takes place only when absorption has become 
important in the crystal. A full discussion of the 
physical interpretation has been given by Borrmann 
(1950). 

Comparison with experiments 
In most of the experiments cleavage reflexions from 
calcite were examined with Cu Kc~ and Kfl radiations 
(Borrmann, 1950; Campbell, 1951a). The absorption 
coefficients for these two wavelengths are 205 cm. -1 
and 151 cm. -1 respectively. The values of F~ and 
F '  0' required in the theory have been calculated by 
Zachariasen (1945, p. 144) for this reflexion for Cu Kc~ 
radiation, using HSnl's (1933a, b) formula for the 
imaginary part of the scattering factor. For the 
Cu Kc~ radiation F~/Fo' is found to be 0.9575. A 
similar calculation for CuKf l  radiation showed 
F'~/F o to be very nearly equal to this value. 

Effective absorption coefficient 
In  order to compare the calculated values of ET and 
Ea with Borrmann's results it is necessary to define 
an effective absorption coefficient as follows. For each 
direction of polarisation 

ER ) (e -~°t°/r° cosh 2Ak) . 
R~  = ERe -~'°t°/~'° = cosh 2Ak 

To a first approximation ER/COsh 2Ak  varies slowly 
with Ak.  Therefore, for unpolarised radiation, which 
is the case in Borrmann's experiments, 

where 

ER / e -v°~lv° cosh cosh d 
R~ = cosh 2Ak/  m 

K 1+K2 F~ #0to 
° -  

i t  m = ~ . F 0  70 ' 

t t  

d = Kx--K~ F~  #oto 
• t t  • 

2 Fo 70 

The effective absorption coefficient/xE is defined such 
that  

R~ -" R~  (Ak = O)e-~,Eto/~'o = ½ze-~,Eto/ro , 
or 

e_pEtoh, ° 2 ( ER ) ~ -poto/yo cosh m cosh d 
cosh2Ak 

For very large values of A k  this reduces to 

e_gEtoh, o 1 1 [ /~ot0( ~ ) ]  
= 4 (~Ak)½ exp 1-- , L 70 

giving a limiting absorption coefficient 

# L = # 0  1 - - F ~  . 

#E has been calculated for the cleavage reflexion 
from calcite for Cu K~x radiation as a function of 
~do/~'o, and the curve is shown in Fig. 3(/)). The 
limiting absorption coefficient is found to be = 8.7 
era. -1. Borrmann determined experimentally the 
effective absorption coefficient as a function of/x0t0; 
in the experiments, however, ~ 0 -  1 so that  his 
points have been transferred directly to Fig. 3. He 
found that  the points for Cu K~ and Cu Kfl radiation 
followed the same curve. This is expected from the 
equality of t"~/F o' (see above). Although the ex- 
perimental points are somewhat above the theoretical 
curve, the agreement is excellent and may be regarded 
as a satisfactory quantitative test of the effect of 
absorption in the theory. The slight deviation of the 
experimental points may be due either to small 
imperfections or to the temperature movement of the 
atoms. For comparison we have drawn the curve 
(c) #E =/~0, which corresponds to the absorption 
coefficient in a mosaic crystal. 

The limiting absorption coefficient is rather lower 
than Borrmann's value between 15 and 19 cm.-L 
This is to be expected since the discrepancy would 
be worse at the largest values of lXoto/~,o. Nevertheless 
the agreement in the order of magnitude is en- 
couraging. 

Campbell (1951a, b) has measured the intensities 
transmitted and reflected through slabs of several 
different crystals, using the symmetric Laue arrange- 
ment and crystal-monochromatized radiation. In- 
creases in intensity of the transmitted beam were 
observed in several cases, but only one etched specimen 
of calcite can be regarded as sufficiently perfect to 
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allow comparison with the theory. From Campbell's* 
intensity curves for this crystal (0.40 ram. thick, 
1011 reflexion, Cu K s  radiation, #0t0/~0:8.45, A : 3 . 8 )  
estimates of the integrated intensities could be made. 
These were found to be equal to 1.7 and 1.3 micro- 
radians for the transmitted and reflected beams 
respectively. The corresponding values of /~Eto]~, o 
were then calculated and found to  be 2.7 and 3.0 
respectively. The latter point is shown on Fig. 3; 
the agreement with the predicted value is again 
satisfactory. 

I t  should be emphasised here that  this theory applies 
only to perfect crystals. Ideally imperfect crystals 
have a normal absorption coefficient #o. Partially 
imperfect crystals would be expected to exhibit an 
intermediate effect, which might be further complicated 
through secondary extinction. The influence of 
perfection on the effective absorption has been shown 
experimentally by Borrmann (1941) and is also 
apparent from Campbell's (1951a) results on etched 
and ground slabs of calcite. This latter author has 
also reported a small increase in the intensity trans- 
mitted through mica, and no increase for a crystal 
of hexamethylenetetramine. As both these crystals 
were imperfect, no definite conclusions can be reached. 
I t  is interesting to observe, however, that  the 
absorption coefficient for the organic crystal is very 
small (about 6-2 cm. -1 for Cu Kfl radiation). The 
value of Ak for the 200 reflexion from a crystal 
2 mm. thick (unpublished information from Dr 
Campbell) is only 0.12, and it is clear from Fig. 8 
that  such a crystal, if perfect, should show the ex- 
tinction effect. 

Equality of R~  and RoY 

Both Borrmann and Campbell have reported that  the 
intensities of the reflected and transmitted beams 
are sometimes nearly equal. The crystals used had a 
thickness of 1 ram. or more. For a plate 1 mm. thick, 
and Cu K s  radiation 

l_/uot__oo" K F ~  { 10 ~for normal polarization, 
Ak - - 2  70 ~ : 8.8 for parallel polarization. 

For Cu Kfl radiation the corresponding values of Ak 
are 7.4 and 6.6. From Fig. 8 it is clear that  for thdse 
values of Ak, ET - -  ER, and hence the experimental 
results are explained. 

Position of peak intensity 

Besides the integrated intensity, the peak intensity 
can be determined experimentally. The maximum of 

* The writer is indebted to Dr H. N. Campbell for permission 
to use his unpublished data. 

the reflected beam occurs at y - -  0. The peak of the 
transmitted beam, however, occurs at finite values of y. 

Now 
I T 1 e -~¢°/~° ( 2Ak ) 
10 - 2 (l+y2---~ cosh \ ( l + y 2 ) ½ ± X  ; 

for large values of Ak, 

f 2Ak ± X  / 
cosh 

varies much faster than (l+y2). The maximum and 
minimum values of IT/I  o can then be found to a good 
approximation by differentiation of 

2Ak +X} 
(1T~)½ " 

This leads to the co-ordinate of the peak position 
y~,, given by 

Ye = ½(Ak--(A'k2--4)½}. 

In Campbell's experiments on calcite (1951b), the 
mean value of Ak is ~ 3.8. Hence yp : 0.29; and 
the angular deviation from the Bragg angle is found 
to be ~ 1". The curves of Campbell show a relative 
angular deviation of about 6". Dr Campbell has 
pointed out (private communication) that  this large 
deviation is probably due to the non-coircidence of 
the axis of rocking and the normal to the plane of 
incidence in his geometrical arrangement. 

Conclusions 

This paper shows how the dynamical theory of X-ray 
diffraction for perfect absorbing crystals may be 
presented in a form suitable for comparison with 
experiments. An interpretation of Borrmann's and 
Campbell's experimental results has lead to good 
quantitative agreement with this theory. 
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